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“Sixth Form has helped me set my goals and aspirations, through
studying subjects I am passionate about.” - Student feedback

A CULTURE OF

HIGH ACHIEVEMENT
We are extremely proud of our students’ achievements. Most importantly that they leave us
equipped to pursue their dreams.

WELCOME
Northfleet School for Girls is a vibrant and caring school in which we firmly
believe all students can ‘Dream Big and Achieve’.
We are very proud of our Sixth Form and its students. Results have been improving year on
year and show very strong progress rates, our intake has expanded significantly which has
allowed us to offer a wide range of aspirational courses. We are particularly pleased to be
working towards a new £4 million Sixth Form block for September 2021. This facility will
include a large common room with café, well equipped study area and dedicated Sixth Form
classrooms including science lab.
In our Sixth Form you will find a friendly, yet hardworking and aspirational community where
everyone is striving together to achieve excellent grades and build the necessary skills to
succeed way beyond school. Key to our success is the knowledge that when staff, students and
parents work effectively as one team, the best possible results will be achieved for all.
Central to our vision is high expectations; these are demonstrated through challenging lessons,
smart appearance, proactive behaviour and positive relationships. In 2017 we became an
International Baccalaureate World School, this recognises our intention to deliver aspirational
qualifications alongside developing well rounded, internationally minded and confident learners
of the future.
Lastly, we believe that school can be an exciting experience with students enjoying the journey.
We place a strong emphasis on creating opportunities for students to lead, take part in trips/
visits and developing a community of which students enjoy being a part.
Thank you for taking time to read our prospectus; we hope you find the information you
require. If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Chris Norwood
Headteacher

Please visit our prospective Sixth Form website
for further information:
www.welcometonsfg.org.uk

Our Sixth Form is built on the expectations that all students will make excellent progress and this
has been shown through examination results. For the last four years our progress has been above
that of Kent all school averages and improving significantly in recent years as shown below.
Achieving the best exam results means nothing if it does not enable students to pursue their
dreams. As one indicator of this we see above average students being able to move onto study at
university.

*2020 data is centre
assessed grades and
compared to 2019
other schools.
** Kent VA is the
value added score
for all schools in Kent
(Non-Selective and
Grammar)

ACHIEVEMENT & PROGRESS
We have a range of structures in place to ensure that students achieve their academic potential, these
include:
• Skills focused induction and dream big sessions
• Dedicated base leaders with a Personal and Professional Skills programme
• Timetabled study sessions and interventions
• Lessons which are engaging, drawing upon practical applications and community links
• Specialist staff who are passionate about their teaching
• A supportive environment
We offer a range of different qualifications. Students should think about the type of qualifications which
best suits their preferred learning and aspirations.
Our curriculum offer provides the flexibility to select subjects from different qualification types. All Level
3 qualifications allow progression to university.

QUALIFICATION TYPE
A Level
Vocational
IB Diploma subjects

“The facilities offered at the
school are outstanding in
comparison to my previous
school.”
- Student feedback

IBCP

ASSESSMENT
Linear Assessment
Examination at the end of year 2
Modular assessment - mixture of exams and
coursework
Linear assessment examinations at the end of
year 2
20-30% of coursework
Linear assessment examinations at the end of
year 2
20-30% of coursework

WHY CHOOSE A LEVELS?
We have a substantial suite of successful A level subjects, which allow students to learn the
fundamentals of the subject and develop skills valued by universities and employers.
These courses are predominantly assessed through examinations held at the end of two years of study.
Our A Level curriculum offer is diverse, ranging from Social sciences and Law, to A level Maths and
Physics.
Our A Level subjects include:
English Literature*			
Sociology				
Chemistry*				

Photography			
Law				
Maths*			

Geography*
Physics*
Environmental Science

*Facilitating A Levels, commonly asked for as requirements for degree programmes, regardless of course
applied for.

WHY CHOOSE VOCATIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS?
Vocational qualifications offer a mix of theory and practical learning and are designed to equip students
with the skills required for a specific job or career sector.
We offer a range of successful vocational qualifications including Criminology, Health and Social Care,
Sport and Financial Studies. These subjects are assessed in a modular fashion, enabling students to sit
exams and submit coursework throughout the course.

THE INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
CAREER-RELATED PROGRAMME (IBCP)
Why take it?
At NSFG we are proud to be able to offer the internationally acclaimed IBCP. The IBCP is recognised by
universities across the world and is widely seen as a symbol of academic integrity. It has the academic
rigour linked to the IB with the opportunity to study a vocational qualification.
The IBCP is an innovative education pathway that offers a flexible blend of academic and career-related
studies. The IBCP aims to develop applicable, transferable lifelong skills that prepare students for higher
education, higher level apprenticeships or employment. It includes a minimum of two IB diploma
programme subjects and a nationally recognised career-related qualification.
The courses we offer at NSfG reflect the needs, backgrounds and ambitious of our students and are
exciting and varied. They include IB Film, Philosophy, Business Management, English Literature and
Language and History to name but a few. These are complimented by our vocational career-related
provision and include Finance, Criminology, Sport and Animal Management.
The full IBCP gives students the opportunity to study the unique core programme. This is broken down
into 4 areas including: service and language learning, PPS which stands for Personal and Professional
Skills and the reflective project. Students get the opportunity to carry out charity work, study a
language/culture, develop and reflect on their skills and carry out an independent project on an ethical
dilemma of their choice which also gives them additional UCAS points. The core helps students gain the
experience and skills necessary for success in careers or degree courses and allows students to stand
out from other applicants when applying for jobs or universities.
How does it look?
Suggested pathways and course combinations at NSfG:
EXAMPLE 1:
NURSING/MIDWIFERY
Career-related subject
BTEC National Extended
Certificate in Health &
Social Care
IB Diploma Subjects
Biology
Psychology

“This Sixth Form enables
me to study the subjects I
love!”

IBCP Core
Personal and
Professional Skills,
Service Learning,
Language Development
and Reflective Project

EXAMPLE 2:
FINANCE/BUSINESS
Career-related subject
Diploma in Financial
Studies

EXAMPLE 3:
SPORT SCIENCE
Career-related subject
BTEC National
Extended Certificate in
Sport
IB Diploma Subjects
Psychology
Biology

EXAMPLE 4:
PERFORMING ARTS
Career-related subject
RSL Level 3 Diploma in
Creative and
Performing Arts
IB Diploma Subjects
IB Diploma Subjects
Business Management
Film
IT in a Global Society
English Literature &
Language
IBCP Core
IBCP Core
IBCP Core
Personal and
Personal and
Personal and
Professional Skills,
Professional Skills,
Professional Skills,
Service Learning,
Service Learning,
Service Learning,
Language Development Language Development Language Development
and Reflective Project
and Reflective Project
and Reflective Project

- Student feedback
cont.

THE INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
CAREER-RELATED PROGRAMME (IBCP)

BE. TRAINING PROGRAMME
Challenging the richness of creative minds.
The Be. Training Programme offers specialist routes to learning Performing Arts at the highest
possible level. We recognise that students may want to follow the traditional A Level, Vocational or
IBCP qualification pathways and the Be. Training Programme is tailored to achieve this, whilst
preparing the aspiring performer for their chosen College or University.
Be. Training have worked very closely with the Performing Arts Department at Northfleet School for
Girls to develop an exciting, unique programme for students with a love in Performing Arts.
In addition to their RSL Level 3 Diploma, students will leave Northfleet School for Girls equipped for
professional college through 9 hours per week of dedicated, practical and relevant industry training during school time that mirrors that of colleges.
Whilst on the programme, students will train in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acting - Encompassing acting through song
Vocal studies - Exploring the voice, singing technique and portfolios
Dance training - Technical ballet, jazz, tap and commerical
Intergrated performance and musical theatre
Body conditioning and meditation
Personal development goals including audition guidance and coaching

Our team are actively engaged in professional theatre allowing students to gain valuable experience
working with current choreographers, musical directors, casting directors, singers and actors.
Extra Opportunities
Higher and Degree Apprenticeships
The IBCP is recognised as an ideal route to higher and degree apprenticeships. As well as preparing
students for further study, it enhances their employability. It requires commitment, encourages initiative
and develops their ability to work in teams or individually.
Higher Education and the IBCP
Universities value the IBCP for several reasons including academic strength, research and writing ability
from the reflective project and/or the internal assessments/coursework that students carry out as part
of their IB subjects and their subject related studies. The IBCP offers an international perspective and
provides an ethical context so students are able to understand principles, attitudes and codes of
behaviour.
Universities that have accepted IBCP students in recent years include:
University of Greenwich, Canterbury Christ Church University, University of Kent, Birmingham City
University, Bournemouth University, King’s College London, Swansea University, Durham University,
University of Westminster and more.
In summary the IBCP is a programme which enables students to study a variety of interesting and
relevant, vocational and diploma subjects in a framework of support that enables students to fulfil their
own potential, whether it be for work or for further study and to stand out from the crowd.

AN ASPIRATIONAL
COMMUNITY
We are very proud of our vibrant, inclusive and supportive community at NSFG Sixth Form. We have
excellent pastoral support as we know that happy and secure students are successful students. We get
to know every student as an individual, understanding their strengths and weaknesses, to ensure that
our students fulfil their potential, becoming the best they can be. We do this in a number of ways:
Pastoral support:
• Pastoral leader and Engagement support leader available to provide support at all times
• Allocated base leader
• Experienced KS5 teaching team who will go the extra mile
• Supportive student community
Preparing our students for their next steps:
• Timetabled lessons each week to enable students to make an informed choice about their next steps
after sixth form. Presentations from:
• Universities
• Apprenticeship and degree apprenticeship providers
• Advice re: job applications, CV writing, interview skills
• Inspirational speakers from the world of work (tailored each year to our current cohort)
• Life skills sessions such as budgeting, basic cookery and first aid
Leadership and extra curricular opportunities:
• Candidacy in the Kent Youth Council elections
• Duke of Edinburgh Award
• Extended Project Qualification
• Becoming a member of our Head Student Team
• Volunteering programme for all year 12 students, minimum of one term either internally within the
school community , in roles such as teaching assistants, or externally where students have the
opportunity to support the local community.
• One week work experience at the end of year 12 to help inform their career choices.
We are incredibly proud of all our students, our visitors often comment on the inclusive and supportive
atmosphere within our sixth form, we value each student and aim to ensure they achieve their full
potential when they leave us after Year 13.

HOW TO APPLY:
You can apply for a place in our sixth form via Kent Choices:
www.kentprospectus.co.uk/login/
You can log in into the system through “My Account” using the login details provided by your
school. Applications open 2 November 2020.
Interviews will be held throughout January and February.
We ask that you bring evidence of achievements both academic and extra-curricular and a
hard copy of your personal statement. Applications to our Sixth Form will close on
Friday 19 February.
Successful applicants will:
• Receive a conditional offer
• Be invited to sixth form induction
• Attend a final interview on GCSE results day to confirm their place

“Sixth form has helped me become more confident. The
teachers do their very best to help us reach our
potential and grow!”
- Student feedback
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